INSOMNIA - The Advanced Hedonistic Experience
Berlin - this city is a premonition & promise for wild parties around the clock and
the center of a modern, hedonistic lifestyle.
INSOMNIA is a club in which cosmopolitan open-minded people, kinky freaks,
slothful birds of paradise, urban creatures of the night, crazy partypeople,
creative people and travelers from all over the world celebrate together to the
pulsating beat of the night.
But INSOMNIA is more than just another club to dance, it is a hedonistic parallel
universe with libidinal parties, informal intimacy and space for experiments with
non-conformal relationship-structures, sexual staging & self-awareness,
multisexual flows - all genders & orientations.
INSOMNIA is a stylish ambience in the historical ballroom, decorated with
attention to detail, on several floors, a noble wooden parquet – is stimulating to
dance to the music of the best Berlin DJs of the scene, a well-stocked bar with
premium spirits and interesting cocktails as well as a VIP lounge with Noble flair.
On Fridays different musical directions and mottoes alternate. Master & Servant Depeche Mode, Swing Time and Infame Royal - Swing & Electro Swing, Angel in
Bondage - Gothic & Dark Wave or Young Love - Minimal & Electro.
The Saturdays are entirely dedicated to electronic music with Techno, Electro,
NuTrance, Progressive. International and Berlin artists, performers, artiste,
acrobats and musicians show their colorful spectacles, slanting stories,
extravagant performances, burlesque / boylesque and photographers, media
artists, designers, painters and sculptors will be presenting their works.
Besides the wild weekend-presentations the event-concepts are just as varied
during the week: Cuddle parties, intimate fitness / tantra massage / bondage / G
spot / polyamory workshops, tango evenings, fetish specials, cuckold &
wifesharing, CFNM & CMNF – in short a clean, safe sexual escapade
infrastructure for the liberated woman, for modern couples who mutually want to
become acquainted with one another instead of cheat on one another, and
heteroflexible men, who also like to provide themselves as an erotic fulfillment
aid, in short, a safe sex lab for all.
The INSOMNIA is frivolous, elegant, libertarian, obscene and full of fresh ideas a skilful analogy of the 21st century to the "Wild Twenties" in Berlin, created by
Dominique Insomnia, a true figurehead of hedonism.
Dominique's roots lie in the SM and fetish area. In 1987, she opened her first SM
studio, at 20, she founded the sadomasochistic syndicate of interests, which she
actively used for tolerance against SM & fetish. For nine years, she organized the
Insomnia Parties at KitKatClub in Berlin. She produced "Lust Pur" with Conny
Dachs and "Intimes Deutschland" for True Love (VOX) and Beate Uhse TV. Her
fans also know her from the telecast "True Love" of the television broadcast "TV
Berlin" and from countless TV appearances, eg Eins gegen Eins, Markus Lanz etc.
Since 2006 she is prosecuting the Insomnia.

